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Student Court Meeting
No
will be tried before
the Student Court at this afternun’s meeting. Curtis Luft.
chief justice reported, and the
meeting is espected to be short.
The court tail! talk about the
four remaining campus grimly%
uhi, are still delinquent iiitts
fines.
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1Dr. Wahlquist Contractor Heads
Promotion Group
Advocates
Realist Policy
BY BILL GODFREY

be done without puffing the governitment in the red or raising taxes.
But the federal government has
returned to current red -ink spending.

training should
both vocational and liberal terms," Pres.
John T. Wahlquist yesterday told
-I

think

college

become more realistic in

the College

Improvement of In-

struction Committee.

Daniel V. Hayes, 29,
1st St., SJS physical
major from spring ’53
’57, died from a coronary occlusion, a form of heart attack, at
4:30 yesterday morning in a San

k a speech given at 2:30 p.m.
in Room Ella of the Engineering
Building, Dr. Wahlquint discussed

PRECARIOUSLY BALANCED
Submitting his precariously bat lanced budget for the new fiscal
year starting July I, the President
hospital, according to Hubsaid be can’t balance the budget
ert Williams, deputy coroner.
for the current fiscal year despite

the "Philosophy of Education as
It Prevails at San Jose State College," by listing the three objectives of California state colleges
These objectives are occupational I,
competency, training in the liberal
arts and citizenship training.

Hayes is eurvived by his wife all previous hopes.
He said federal spending will
4; Steven, 3; Patrick, 2; and Tim- exceed revenues by 400 million dollars in the year ending June 30,
Only three months ago the administration forecast a $1,500,000,000
surplus. A year ago when the current year’s budget was submitted
to Congress the President foresaw
a $1.700,000,000 surplus,
Patricia and four children, Michael

The President attributed the
turn -about to (I) the step-up in
defense spending resulting from
Russia’s Sputniks; and (2) a decline in tax revenues as a result
of the current business decline.
Spending in the current fiscal
year will soar one billion dollars
over his estimate last January to
$72,800,000,000. He set revenues at
$72,400,000,000.

Don Sherwood gave Lyke, the
campus feature magazine, a free
plug on his Saturday night TV
show. And no wondersherI is one of the star personiv

"We are weaker In the field of
of liberal arts than we are in
occupational competency," declared Dr. Wahlquist. Ile said that
there are times when he feels our
vocational courses are "too vocational." Some vocational curriculum is too narrow and highly specialized. He also added that he
thinks some students are making
their vocational choices "too ear -

alities In this issue as he reveals
"Sex. Ceneorshin and Sherwood"
in an Interview to end Inter views. Lyke goes on sale Wed nesday for 25 centh.phota by
Lyke.

Presi? dent Asks Congress
To Up Space Research

Concerning citizenship training,
Dr. Wahlquist stated, "I think
we’re all interested in teaching
Americanism, but I think our
very
be
to
teaching. .needs
very positive." Dr. Wahlquist feels
WASHINGTON (UP)President Eisenhower asked Congress yes- "our objective is to develop American citizens who are not afraid
terday for new millions to educate man and speed him into space.
He proclaimed "the dawning age of space conquest." He saidi of the controversial issues but who
the American people must prepare to meet its "promises and dang- are capable of making up their
own minds and who are not afraid
ers,’’ citing recent "Soviet challenges."
to take a stand on an issue."
Then. he asked Congress to invest $247 million during the

The President pinned his hopes
on pulling the government out of
the red in the next fiscal year on
coming
two assumptions: (1) there will
fiscal year to support basic scientific research and expand the nabe an economic upturn which will tion’s supply of "highly trained.
othy, I. He also leaves a mother, product greater revenues at presmanpower."
Mrs. Anastacia Hayes; a sister, ent tax rates; and (2) Congress
He warned in his budget mesMrs. Mary R. McAbe; and a bro- would not boost his defense spendsage that C.S. security depends
ing plans and will go along with
"as never before" on meeting
ther, Larry W., all of San Pedro;
his proposed economies in other
"Soviet challenges" in science and
and a brother, William, of Seattle.
fields.
Funds totaling $116.830, awardeducation.
Hayes was a membd of the SJS
He proposed an outlay of $128 ed to SJS by the Stale Department
SURPLUS TO DEFICIT
of Public Works, will be used to
boxing team during the fall ’54 seThe surplus turned into a defi- million during fiscal 1959 to launch
improve lighting and wiring and
mester. While boxing in the 165 cit despite the highly-publicized a new four-year program of "scifederal aid to edu- to enlarge certain stockrooms of
lb. division for SJS, he won two Congressional economy drive last ence-oriented"
the Science Building, Executive
year which some lawmakers con- cation and asked $119 million for
bouts against the University of
Dean C. Grant Burton said yestertended had paved the way for a support of basic research, comparIdaho. During an SJS-California five -billion -dollar surplus. Enough, ed to $80 million in the current day.
The project was approved by the
Polytechnic encounter, he received they thought then, to justify a year.
In his budget message for fiscal last session of the legislature, he
a shoulder injury and dropped box- tax cut.
said. Dean Burton said that other
The deficit now foreseen by the 1959 the President told Congress:
ing, at the advice of the Physical
necessary adjustments will he
"Funds are provided for an exfirst
in
would
be
the
President
Education Department.
made to make the o Id Science
three years. The government rack- panded (Defense Departmentl re- Building and the new wing funcLacking four units for a bache- ed up a surplus of $1,600.000,000 in search and development effort on
tion most efficiently together.
lor of arts degree, he had been each of the last two fiscal years military satellites and other outer
Feb. 1, 1958 is the starting date
space
vehicles
.
.
"
June
30,
1956
and
June
ending
working as an automobile salesfor the remodeling project. Dean
30, 1957.
And for the National Ads isBurton said that the major’ porman at Davy Jones auto dealers,
Congress received the budget cry Committee for Aeronautics,
tion of the task will be handled
698 S. 1st St. Hayes had spent
deeply ini.died in "apllei. techwith mixed reaction.
from June 1 to Sept. 1. Complefour years in the Coaet Guard and
nology," he asked more money
Republicans and Democrats ation date is scheduled for Sept.
an Pedro
was graduated from
for research on "space vehicles."
like agreed that Congress will
15, 1958.
For
a
special
adjunc.t
of
the
Ofsupport
expenwhatever defense
High School, San Pedu.. He was
"The work plan has been laid
fice of the Defense Secretary, the out to cause the least amount of
diture% are necessary to meet
born October 4, 1928, in Norfolk,
newly created advanced research interference and distraction to
space-age
challenge.
itUttalli’S
Virginia.
projects agency, the President ask- students," he said.
But many were frankly skeptical
that a balanced budget could be ed money for direct research and
Funeral rites will be held at
achieved, much less the 500 mil- development work on "such adRancadore & Alameda Mission
vanced systems of military signiflion dollar surplus predicted by
Chapel, 600 S. 2nd St. Further arrangements had not been made at the President for the fiscal year icance as anti -ballistic -missile systems and certain space systems.
which starts duly 1.
press time.

$116,830 To Be Used SJS Will Share
For Building Project Federal Dorm Aid
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Organizational wheels started to
turn this week when a committee
to establish a foundation for athletic fund-raising at SJS was conceived, born and put to work in
a matter of days.
The committee was formed
Thursday at a meeting of local ciIn c and business leaders with coliege representatives.
It is headed by San June contractor Dan Caputo. The group will
meet tonight with the board of directors of the Spar-Ten boosters

group.
Spar-Ten directors’ will
meet this morning in the office of
I S. Glenn (Tiny, Hartranft, men’s
physical education director, to. conalder preliminary plans.
SEERS SJS SUPPORT
"We want to rally the entire
community and San Jose State nlumni
and
friends
behind
the
school’s athletic program," Caputo
declared. "We hope to form a nonprofit organization to support the
athletic activities of San Jose
State College.

"For we all realize," Caputo continued, "that what’s good for the
college is good for the community."
According to
report released
from the 5.15 Director of Athletics, William Hubbard, increased
public support .of SJS’ intercollegiate athletic program was made
necessary recently by the decision
Lee C. Newby, professor of mo- of Pres John T. Wahlquist to purdern languages and head of the sue a stepped -up athletic program
Modern
Language
Department, providing for athletic scholarships
was married Dec. 29 to Alice M. that include payment of tuition,
Whitehead, in a ceremony conduct- fees and an in -season training
table.
ed entirely in French.
Though neither is of French ex Dil!AL FOOTBALL CODES
In recent years, San Jose State
traction, both Mr. and Mrs Newby
have a "speaking interest" in the has operated its football program
language, the professor said. He is under the dual rules of the Pacific
American and Mrs. Newby is Aus- Coast Conference and the Cdlincil
of State College Presidents Athtrian._
The wedding ceremony was held letic Code. The latter restricted aid
in San Francisco at the French to athletes to only work -aid assistchurch, Notre Dame de Victoire. A ance.
After a meeting with Dr. Roy
reception followed at the Hotel St.
Simpson, state superintendent of
Francis.
.,
inlet ruction.
last
month,
The former Mies Whithead was public
born in Vienna, Austria, and was Pres. Wahlquist announced that
an assistant professor of French SJS would affiliate with the Went
and German at the University of Coast Athletic Conference, an orColorado at Fort Collins, before ganization allowing payments of
her marriage. She is a graduate of tuition and fees anil a training tathe Conservatory of Music in Vien- ble for athletes. Prem. Wahlquist
na, and attended the University announced after a meeting with his
of Grenoble in France. Following advisers that SJS would apply the
World War II, she taught music rules of the WCAC to all sports
and German at an Army school in which the college competes on
In Biarritz in southern France. the intercollegiate level.

Wedding Conducted
In French for Head
Of Language Dept.

Here, she was the only non -Amer(OMMITTEE MEMBERS
ican on the faculty.
At the first meeting of the new
big
Newby is a graduate of the Unifund-raising committee last week,
the versity of California where
he ma- Caputo
was selected unaiumuusly
the jored in German.
He also attendas chairman. Other members of
for ed various universities
in Europe.
the committee are Fred Oehle, vice
president of American Trust Co.;
The SJS project calls for 54,Russ Pettit, chairman of San Jose
740,000 in federal and state buildChamber of Commerce; Al Surto,
ing funds.
San Jose attorney, Ali -American
from Santa Clara University and
The dormitories to be built are
part owner of the San Francisco
part of a 38 -dormitory project,
Wayne Litaislry uas elected vice 49ers;
I[)oci
Emerson
Arend’s.
costing $30,012,345, planned for 11 president of the
Senior (lass at Campbell businessman and chairstate colleges and universities.
its
fleeting yesterday. Audree man of the Committee for a ProAccording to reports, the Com- Weetfall was elected treasurer.
gressive San Jose State College;
It was emphasized that if more Gene Arnold, county supervisor ot
mission Facilities Administration
in Washington, D.C., approved a tickets are not sold for the Febru- child welfare and president of the
$14,785,000 loan to the California ary Senior Banquet by tomorrow’s Alumni Assn.; Paul Davies, preen State Board of Education to be deadline, the whole thing inay be dent of Food Machinery. Inc ; Jerry Hamilton. Insurance executive
combined with $15,227,345 of state e aret. runuern,
JUNIOR
and president of Spar -Ten club;
funds.
Junior Prom publicity reports Dutch Hamann, San Jose City
The residence halls will consist were made yesterday at the regu- Manager. and George Siegfried,
will
cover
of three stories each and
lar meeting of class members.
San Jose attorney.
two full blocks. Living accommoCarol Nanney resigned as pubActing in an advisory capacity
delimit( are planned for 600 men licity chairman, and was replevied and representing the college
on the
and 600 women students.
by Jeanette McDonald. Marilyn committee are Hartranft and 11"ubBrowne was appointed entertain- bard.
ment chairman, which post ACV.
Funds to be collected by the
McDonald held previously.
foundation and the Spar-Ten and
Publicity committee will meet alumni will be disbursed only
tomorrow at 3:30 pm. In the Stu- through the college, Hubbanl
stattU:Rn ItrintA.
ed. This will be In accordance with
NS
NCAA rules which forbid direct
Final plans for Friday’s Frosh- payment of fonds by boester orhouses . . . pleasures so sit eel
Soph Mixer were discussed at the ganizations to athletes,
In the night .. ")
Mills’ group did not serve as a Sophomore Class meeting yesterunifying thread for the most part. day. Holders of clams privilege
101 1
and many times the accumulating cards will be admitted free, and I
Ir.
tension
co er-shadowed other students will be asked to pay
musical
25 cents.
Rexroth’s lyrics.
It’s January
Mary Young was elected clasp II
Often, itexruth was difficult. At
Clearance Time
other times he offered strictly po- publicity chairman, following the a
at Roos Bros,
etic glue, shapeless, but full of resignation of Gay Walker.
The class decided to sell priviOur big shoe solo
passion.
One of his better offerings was lege cards during registration.
I II will last just a
the concluding
ENTP: RT A I N
"the Shadow,"
few more days ...
Entertainment highlighted the II
piece
so hurry for
Freshman Class meeting yesterday in
Here. the it...troth tint shone
real Nefflefons
afternnon. A piano rendition of IN
("Your shadoit staved outdoors
San Jose State will get a
share of the $14,785,000 loaned
State Board of Education by
Federal Government last week
dormitory construction.

Seniors Choose
New Treasurer,
Vice President

Rexroth and Quintet Deliver.
Quality Poetry with a Punch

MEANWHILE, DOWN AT THE COOP.
E"-"’"‘""’"
P""6w-,,,,,,......:tt

tern-

LeadersJo Raise Athletic unds

The expected budget surplus
for the current fiscal year has
been turned into a deficit by a
billion -dollar boost in spending in
of 154 N. the wake of Russia’s Sputniks and
education a billion -dollar drop in tax reveuntil fall nues caused by the business slump.
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WASHINGTON (UP)President Eisenhower laid before Congress yesterday the biggest peacetime spending budget in the nation’s history.
The President proposed spending 73.9 billion dollars in fiscal
1959, including funds to meet the nation’s needs in "the dawning
He estimated that this could

Fair is the weatherman’s prediction for the Santa Clara
Valley toda$. The furls aster an-

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

4,111110.’,

age of space conquest."

Fair with Gentle Winds

W Th

14 F
tkins are listed at the top, afternoon exams below
them, and class 1111.4 lit I hi. hot tom. NON you
figure it aid!

By RANDIE E. POE
Kenneth Itexroth. with

Dick
Mills’ jazz accompaniment, delivered his poetic landscapes in Morris Dailey last night.
Although the 52-year -old poet
Injected an acute intensity into
most of his work, the music was
o(ttimes too harsh and blunt, completely muffling Rescroth.
Coherence and logic appeared to
be sometimes missing from Rexmth’s reading, and the betteraudience
than -average
shuffled
and talked during the artist’s reading of "This Sight Only" and
"Quiet ly "
The morally ads enturreie Rexroth hit a high spot with -Homecoming" ebb.). 711.10 featured an
eypressk e ’Irian
solo.
Many
stanra In this piece freshly folk
limed one it n..ther. (". . . The
.
temples come tali
. The had

at

Was

and

that which followed

"Lover Crime Back to Me" was
gievnetn by Marsh Ward, class president,
In the old class. Yew shadow, I
musical fare heard by the
m
. hotels, hofeel It :then ,e
clam included a guitar and vocal
doorways . . . sow another
solo by Rena Lan Carlos Ramirez
comes, beckons me and bustles land" Bob Stevens mi ng it duet
. it

you . . . I ssalk alone, just like

jut Spanish folk

a0fliftl

Barclays at

savings just a
111

di
V

little larger
than colossal!
#
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Sierra College Has
Unusual Want Ads

egeFEilKAZ SNACF WOULD YOU
uN OvER TO TN’ BACK 1.40 AN CHECI.:
OUT A FZE PVC!" THAT Sa’AE
_....naiN INts0s:ENT FRESWAEN
1-1-s.VE HEN INVOLVED IN
Ca4MAyNG!
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Editorial

Campus Canvass

lyke Makes the Grade
WAS

put out a more mature publication; a more professional-appearing

magazine."
On the strength of this, Tessandori was appointed Lyle editor.
And those who heard his statement that day sat back to see if he
and his staff could produce.
One issue of Lyle already has appeared this seemster. True, if
was an improvement over former issues, but it still fell somewhat short
of Tessandori’s goal.
Tomorrow, the second Lek.- of the semester will go on sale. If
would seem that people still skould be curious about the success of
this publication ,egarding the realization of its aims.
Fortunately, we can save you this couriousity. Through the usual
privileges of the press, we 1,,t,e read the new Lyle and can now report on it to you.
Tessanoori wa..n’t lying Everthing he
d that June day in 1957
was true
The latest Lyie is an excellent effort. It is a more mature publication. If appea,s to be highly professional. Quality of the feature
stories is top-notch. The photography is sharp and is on a wide
variety of interesting subjects. (In fact some of the subjects will be
very interesting to the male segment of our student population.) And,
without a doubt, the interview of Tessandori himself will be the highlight of the magazine.
By LEIGH WEIMERS
With all of the recent fall about San Jose State going big time
Spartan Daily Editor
still hanging over us, it is pleasant to see this publication make the
grade. Lyle is big time, no question about it.
The large hairy hand stretched itself slowly from behind the
drapes. Farther and farther out it came until the horrid paw was fully
Look at Lyle tomorrow and prove this to yourself.

Are you tired of studying? Ls
school getting you down? A "new
campus craze" has hit Tulane Universa), in New Orleans, La., which
may solve all your problems,
According to The Tulane Huilabaloo, "All yoil have to do is take
a revolver, put a bullet in one of
its six chambers, spin the chamher and then point the gun at
your head. The exciting part is
next. You then slowly squeeze the
trigger and wait for the explosion
that would theoretically blow your
brains o u 1." It’s called Russian
Roulette.

SA

CirculaP 9i1e

Two important changes have
been made in the registration procedure for spring semester, according to Leslie W. Ross, registrar.
Graduates’ ana seniors will be
permitted to register first, a n d
during registration, students will
sign roll sheets instead of receiving class earls, as they did fall
semester.
Registration will be held Mon
Feb. 10 and Tues., Feb. 11. Monday
morning, graduates and seniors
Whose last names begin with A-I)
will register at 7:30; E-K, 8;20;
L-Q, 910: and fl -Z, 10. Juniors,

SAHARA
OIL CO.
Regular 30.9
Ethel 33.9
SECOND & WILLIAMS

sophomores, and freshmen whose
last names begin with C will register at 10:05 and D-F, 11:25.
The afternoon registration will
continue as follows, G,H, 1:30: I -L,
2:25 and M, N, 3:20.
Tuesday morning students will
register at the following times,
O-R, 7:30; S. 8:25; T-W, 915;
X-Z, A, 10:05; B. 10:35 and last
group, 11:20,
.
Limited students whose l ast
names begin with A -L will register
’Tues., Feb. 11. from 5-9 p.m. and
those whose names being with
M-Z will register Wed., Feb. 12.
from 3-7 P.m
Instead of receiving class cards
’ registration day when they sign
into their classes, students will
pick up their cards in the first
meeting of each class and turn
their registration. materials into a
central check-out station after
Iclasses have met for one full week.

exposed, only inches from the throat of the unsuspecting damsel. Then
it grabbed herand the audience in front of the television set broke
up.,
Laughing.
This tried and true horror movie technique, which once sent chills
up the spines of those watching, now brought forth only chuckles and
snide remarks.
("Check that Frankenstein Kid. Boy, is he a beast!"
"I know, but he has a crew-cut. Let’s rush him.")
Things are not as they were in the bad old days. when men were
menand horror movies scared them silly.
Now, on Wednesday night television, a series called "Nightmare"
has revived the old horror flickiAnd urbane, polished collegians look
on and chuckle, snicker, laugh,.chtrtle. snort and guffaw.
(At the mature University of California, some of them even went
so far as to go into the streets and howL Literally.)
We can remember taking in epics like "Frankenstein Goes West" ’
and "A Vampire Named Desire"; teeth chattering, knees knocking and
blood pressure meteoric. This was usually followed by a high-speed
bicycle ride home, racing madly through the darkness and afraid to
turn around for fear of seeing the Wolf Man on a Schwinn, right behind.
But, like the nickel cup of ecIffee, those &ye Ire dead and gone.
Everyone is watching television now and the horror movies come on
too late at night for the kiddies. There is no one left to watch, except
usand we are too old to be frightened by that sort of thing.
Even the TV program’s genial monster of ceremonies, Terrence,
tends to spoof his wares. His jokes are on the light side. Like hanging
cameramen and quaffing plasma, with a plug for the 49ers thrown in
for good measure.
There’s only one thing wrong. We sort of enjoyed being frightened,
back in those dear dead days of yore.
But enough of this conversation. Come, Igor. We have to get ready
for tomorrow night’s show,

DINNER SPECIAL

BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
HAMBURGER STEAK er;th BROWN GRAVY
POTATOES
SOUP
BREAD & BUTTER
VEGETABLE
Large Bottle of Milk .15

85‘
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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There
aren’t enough starving actors in
the world. Now comes UCLA football Coach Henry (Red) Sanders
to co-star in a TV show, playing
of all things, a football coach,
Red’s entry into the TV field
could force Pat O’Brien out of
coaching roles altogether. It might
e).en lead to Oklahoma’s Bud Wilkinson playing Shakespeare, or
Michigan State’s Duffy Daugherty
singing duets with Dinah Shore.
Red was found at CBS -TV City
in rehearsal hall "C’ sitting at a
table with an even dozen torn T
shirt types reading aloud the script
of "MO Yard Run" for Thursday’s
"Playhouse 90."

Look pretty as a picture dressed in delightful
apparel carefully selected for YOU at Leone
Van Arsdale fashions in the beautiful Cambrian Park Plaza.

The gray-haired coach, his nickname "Red" now a misnomer,
looked bored a n d unhappy. He
yawned twice, and during one lisping line by a bogus halfback he
blushed.
On the way to lunch the rugged
skipper of UCLA’s football fortunes shook his head in disgust,
.aying. "Why do those actors have
to dress like ragamuffins. I never
saw a bunch like that. ’They sure
can’t measure up to the clean-cut
youngsters that turn out for football."
Sanders grimaced as if the
Bruins had just fumbled.
"They hired me as technical adviser, too," he said "And they cut
two whole pages of dialogue from
the script on my advice.

simulating a toolball genie on a
small stage.
"There’s no way to do justice
to collegiate football on a TV show
anyway. They lack the props and
space for a real practice or scrimmage."
Asked if the acting job was a
UCLA inducement to kerp him
from moving to Texas A & M, Red
grinned.
"Nope. But the money is mighty
nice. I will say this, though, coaches aren’t in the same league with
professional performers when it
comes to acting. It’s almost as bad
as putting an actor in to coach a
football team.
"You hear about coaches being
hams with the crying towel and
all, but it’s not true. The average
college football player can spot a
phony quicker than anyone else.
"I have no aspirations for becoming an actor," he laughed
"Can’t think of anything in which
I’m less intorested. Pat O’Brien
doesn’t have to worry. Right after
this show he can have all the TV
coaching jobs he wants."
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By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
-You can find anything in the
want ads," according to a story in
The Sierra Argonaut, Sierra Collyge newspaper. As examples, here
are three such ads which appeared
in the Argonaut.
"HELP WANTED: Am chiseling way.out of Placer County jail.
Need someone to start chiseling in.
This is temporary work. Cell 3."
"PERSONALS; Promising
young author wants brilliant swung
author to write’novel for him. Will
pay plenty.
"LOST AND FOUND: I lost my
composure last week when I got
my sleeve caught in the elevator
door. I don’t think there’s much
you can do but thanks anyway."

Quite a wh.le ago (last June, to be exact), a San Jose State stu
then considered a brash statement.
dent made what
Gene Tessandori, seeking approval of the Student Council as
editor of Lyke, the campus feature magazine, said, "It is my goal to

Registrar Announces.
Procedure Change

Pacit4citipt

When a reporter on the San
Bernardino College War-whoop
asked, "What would you like to
find under your Christmas tree on
Christmas morning?". here are
some of the replies he received.
"Money, men and a Mercury,"
"Any number of things as long as
they are 6’ tall with light brown
hair," "The floor," "A combination to the Bank of America
vault," and "The head of my Span.
ish teacher."

Off-Beat Play
Opens Thursday
An ott-beat play set in the seldom -seen epic structure promises
to offer theatre-goers a challenging evening of drama Thursday
night.
The play is "Caucasian Chalk
Circle," by Bertolt Brecht. It will
play Thursday, Friday and Saturday in the Studio Theatre at 8:15
p.m. The 50 cent seats are all on
a non -reserved basis.
Directed by Dr. James Clancy,
the play is a version of the old
story of the Judgement of Solomon, told in a contemporary manner.
Brecht wanted h i s drama to
communicate knowledge rather
than experience, to force decisions
on his audience rather than to allow them to bathe comfortably
in emotions, Dr. Clancy explained.
"To accomplish this." he said
"Brecht uses what he called the
’alienation effect’ in his productions by which the audience is not
comforted by the illusion -making
charms of realistic theater."
The author introduces various
theatrical techniques to accomplish his "alienation effect" and
force the audience to make decisions.
The entire production is the out.
come of a class project tinder Dr.
Clancy’s direction. The group
handles all the technical work as
well as the acting.
The two leads ,in the play are
those of Grusha. played by Elksbeth Keller, and Azdak, played by
Patrick Garvey.
Grusha is the protagonist in the
first half’ of the play a woman
who steals a baby to save its life
and is pursued by the authorities.
Azdak leads the action in the second half as the judge who must
try the woman when $he is
brought to trial

Stanford Receives
Largest Single Gift
Since 1885 Founding
STANFORD
(UP) - A Las
Angeles woman has endowed Stanford University with 82,680.000 the largest single gift the schopl
has received since the founding
grant of Sen. and Mrs. Leland
Stanford in 188.5.
The grant was given by the It
Mrs. Sophie K. Hall and nail], ,1
for her first husband, Lendal M ,
Gray. a San Francisco shipping
executive who was killed in 1911 ’
in one of California’s first fatal
auto accidents.
The bequest will allow Stanford
Medical School researchers to pursue unrestricted studies, and income from the huge grant will support the Leielal M. Gray Research
Fund.

A friend of mine recommends the best selling novel ’Peyton
Place" by Grace Metalious. "It’s great," he exclaims," and they’re
making it into a movie."
After reading the book. I still refer to the fella as my friend. His
taste in literature, however, is strictly mustard-and -hot dog.
The "unwashed masses" (thank you, Dr. Gould) will certainly enjoy it. For the novel is loaded with sex and seduction. Thus it will undoubtedlyreceive much more popular acclaim than such a book as
"The Brave New World" by Aldous Huxley, and in whose presence
"Peyton Place" would bow its head in shame.
I know, for I too throughly enjoyed it.
The novel, however, should not be criticized too severely. For the
expressed purpose of its writing was ".. . to make a dollar." This it
has done and is doing.
"Peyton Place" is the story of a not.so-respectable New England
town. In it the most interesting affairs of neighbors are disclosed.
The members of the community are further classified in a rather
bigoted manner. The good guys are painted white- - no matter what
their deeds or intentions. The bad fellas are painted blackjust because they were black. are black, and will be black.
The novel’s chief merit is in two thought -provoking philosophies
on life, almost genius in quality.
The first compares svomen and life with a year, all three passing
through a Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter.
". . . Indian summer is like a woman. Ripe, hotly passionate, but
fickle, she comes and goes as she pleases." And for that Indian ’sommer, ". . . sometimes the old, against all the warnings of better judgment, wait with the young and hopeful, their tired, winter eyes turned
heavenward to seek the first traces of a false softening."
In the second, Allison MacKenzie, the main character, confuses love
and sex. She ’spends almost three months moaning and brooding in
abstinence from her lover’s arms, however, before she concludes that
it was the thrills and not that man which she loved -- that is, it was
sex and not love.
Although Allison says that hers is a common mistake of the
young, she unfortunately, offers no means of discernment for us, the
young, the uninformed, the unenlightened. the experimenters.
j

ports
amous Grads

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Did you know that SJS boasts
some very important alumni? In eluded in the list of those who
went on to greater fame after
leaving SJS are Carmen Dragon,
radio and motion picture orchestra director, who attended SJS
from 1931 to 1935 and in 1954 received an honorary degree i n
music.
Elmer Moore, 1941, received his
B.A. at State and later became
a bodyguard for President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Any 49’er fan will recognize the
name of Billy Wilson. 49’er end,
who graduated in 1951.
Probably one of the most important men to ever attend SJS
was Edwin Markham, 1872, an
outstanding poet and author of
"The Man with the Hoe."
Elmer F. Smith, 1941, served as
co-pilot of the presidential plane.
the "Sacred Cow." A 1903 graduate, Albert E. Carter, later became a member of Congress.
James Garfield Bayley. 1905.
went all the way over to Queensland. Australia to become a mem- I
her of Parliament.
The winner of the George Westinghouse science writing award
for 1946 was an SJS alum, James
G. Chestnutt.
Jim Preston, 1892, was the first
person to organize a junior high
school in California when he assumed the principalship of Burbank Junior High in 1916.
Even the first history text written by a woman and adopted for
college and university work in the
USA was written by a graduate
of SJS, Dr. Mary W. Williams,
1901. The hook is entitled, "The
People and Politics of Latin Amer-

Mrs. Alice Connelly Harris, 1899,
became a stage and radio star,
appearing on the Death Valley
Days program as "Barbara Lee"
on NBC. and as "Molly Farmer’: on
the Western F a r ni and Home
Hour.
And proving that "old SJS graduates never die," Evan T. Pettit,
1878, lived to celebrate her 101st
birthday.

Still Thirsty!
LONDON (UP)
The city officials of the seaside resort of Hunstanton came up to town in tuxedos with their gold-lettered invitations to a movie premiere.
They were hopping mad today
at being "dined" on ice cream and
salt -water taffy.
"We assumed, I think naturally,
that it would be a cocktail party,"
Concillor Ivor Barker said. "I’ve
never been so thirsty sitting
through a film."

1958
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Countries
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Spartan Ringmen Top Nevada, 6-2, in Season Opener
on
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Three SJS Pugilists
Post TKO Victories
By JOHN SALAMIDA
Capturing victories in six bouts, three of them by technicaf
knockouts, SJS boxers opened their 1958 dual meet season in fine
fashion last night with d 6-2 win over University of Nevada in Spartan Gym.
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartan sluggers displayed plenty of
power in their first taste of dual competition. SJS wins in’ lighter
weight bouts highlighted the action.
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MUSTANGS NEXT
The Spartan ringmen face their
second dual meet foe here Saturday night in tough Cal Poly. The
Mustangs and Golden Raiders met
on two occasions last season, each
club winning once.
Little Robby Tafriya toyed with
David Hoy before posting a TKO
win in the opening 125-1b. scrap.
Tafoyie, who normally competes
In the 119 -lb class, put Hoy
assay with 1:30 gone In the third
round,
Tafoya won the first two rounds
by 10-9 ’scores with a brisk body
attack coupled with some good
blows to the head. Tafoya scored
heavily against his taller opponent
with strong left hooks.
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Welvin Stroud, senior two-year
letterman on the Spartan boxing
team, posted a TKO %blowy over
Mike Smith last night in a dual
meet against the University of
Nevada.

EL RANCHO
"APRIL LOVE"
with PAT BOONE
fi-

plus

In-

"Escape From Red Rock"

1

xi-

ty

STUDIO
’Don’t Go Near The Water’
Glenn Ford Gia Scala
Eva Gabor Anne Francis
Earl Hellimen Fred Clarke

SPARTAN
"JAILHOUSE ROCK"
Elvis Presley
"KISS THEM FOR ME"
Jayne Mansfield Cary Grant

MAYFAIR

NELSON VICTORIOUS
Spartan Dave Nelson. speedy
southpaw slugger, posted the fastest TKO win. stopping Pat Jennings in 1:40 of the first round. Nelson exhibited lethal power in halting the Nevada boy.
Nelson caught Jennings with
three straight lefts to the head
In the opening minute to set the
stage for the winning bless. Seconds later, Nelson sent Jennings
into the ropes with a solid left
to the head. Referee Jim Nutt
stepped in at this point to stop
the action.
"Windrniller"
Welvin
Stroud
landed plenty of blows in finishing Mike Smith in 1:22 of the
third round.. Stroud won the first
two stanzas with a continous
stream of rights a n d lefts to
Smith’s head and body.
LANDS BOLO
In the third round. Stroud,landed his popular bolo punch and
other blows before Referee Nutt
stopped the action.
Nevada forfeited to the Spartans in the 147-lb. bracket with
Stu Rubble getting the win. The
same case was true of the heavyweight class where Archie Milton
picked up the triumph.
SJS’s other win came in the
165-11). division when soph Ken
Christensen scored an impressive decision win over Stan
Davis. The bout was Christensen’s first as a varsity boxer.
Chub Quilici of Nevada used his
potent left to gain a decision over
Spartan Jack Coolidge in the 156lb. match.

Cagers Test
COP Tonight

into a 11.14111 Iasi vkeek."
long it us iii last.
McPherson Cplaiiii.(1. "hut you neser knoa I
COP has tremendeic, sire, and we might have to after our lineup
little."
a COP, 0-2 in loop play, features 6-8 center LeRoy Wright, 6-4 Ken
Flaig. 6-3 Norm Bass and 6-3 Sid Smith. Wright and Smith have*heen
carrying the Bengal scoring load. but Bass, Flaig and Don Cockburn
are potentially good bucket -getters, too.
SJS probably will continue with the same east which pidverized the Lions and %Vases. That would be Ned Fitzgerald or
Hob Larson at forwards, Mary Branstrom at center, and Eddie
Diaz and Don Rye at guards.
Also slated for extensive duty are Arney Lundquist, who looked
very good in the Pep game. Don Reid and George Wagner.

Egeland, Diaz Pace Scorers
Up above the hoop so high Is
Gonzaga’s 7 ft. 3 in. basketball
giant, Jean Lefebvre, the notion’s tallest eager.

Egeland rang up 14 and 18 points last weekend, with Diaz hooping 19 and 13 markers.
Branstrom’s return to form was a good omen. The 6-7 center.
who seems to be as good as he wishes, nits a rebounding demon
against the Waves, In addition to stowing away IS points.
Rye, too, showed remarkable improvement, playing his best tilt
this season against the Peps. Fitzgerald and Larson turned in steady,
if not spectacular games.

Coach Hugh Mumby’s Spartan
wrestlers, successful in two outings this season, engage Stanford,
Cal, and Santa Clara in dual meet
action next Saturday.
The San Jose State matmen
picked tip their second win Friday night in Spartan Gym, waxing a visiting Southern Oregon
College team, 32-0. The Spartans
won all eight matches, four by
pins.
In their other win this season,
the local grapplers thumped Cal,
21-6, winning five of seven
matches. Cal gets a chance to reverse the decision in the four-waymeet Saturday.
Each of the four teams competing in the mat action will wrestle

on three occasions. The meet will
be held in the Wrestling Room of
the Men’s Gym, with opening
matches slated to get underway
at 10 a.m.
Four-way -meet schedule:
10 a.m.---SJS vs. Santa Clara:
Stanford vs. Cal.
1 p.m.SJS vs, Cal; Stanford
vs. Santa Clara.
4 p.m.- SJS vs. Stanford; Cal
vs. Santa Clara.
Spartan 123-pounder Marvin
Rodriguez bagged his second
win of the season In decizioning
Gordon Owsley of Southern Oregon. 5-1. Rodriguez Is a junior
letterman on Mumby’s rallied.
Sophomore Don Perata of the
locals captured a decision victroy

over Chuck Vandergaw in the 130lb. match. Perata won handily by
a 9-1 Margin.
L. D. Bennett of the Spartans
made his first start this season a
successful one as he pinned Oregonian George Olson after 7:11
had expired. Bennett. a 137-pounder, is a holdover from the 1957
team.
Myron Nevraumont, another
returnee to the club, turned hack
Denny Welder in the 147 -lb.
match, winning by a 4-2 score.
Donn Mall, a soph up from the
frosh, dealt Jerry Dilley of the visitors a 7-2 setback. The triumph
was Mall’s first of the year for the
SJS aggregation.
Spartan veteran Ken Spagnola

Novice Division Only

HUSTON’S
HOBBY SHOP

turned in a top performance, pinning

opponent

Hadlen

Darrell

293 S. FIRST STREET
Neat to Alpine

after 50 seconds,of action. Spew.

OPEN
1Aen.. Them. Prii. 9-9
Tues.- Wed. -Sat 94

nola wasted no time and already
had a 2-0 lead when he pinned
Hadien.
Spagnola,

a

isiss-vCi.r

senior

letterman, was a Pacific Assn
AAU finalist last ’season. In his
first match this year, Spagnola
blanked Dick Homuth of Cal,
4-0.

SPARTAN
BARBER SHOP

Spartans Russ Caniilleri a n d
Nick Sanger, competing in the
177-lbs. and heavyweight divisions.
respective!). each recorded win by
fall decisions.

Under New

Camilleti pinned Chuck Robertson after 158, while Sanger nailed Travis with 2:50 gone.

Spartan Judoists Win
By CONRAD MUELLER
Scoring in ice as many points
as its nearest rival, San Jose
State’s white belt judo team
posted an impressise win Saturday night as it d
lied sit other
squads f
Northern Califor.
nia.

FREE

45c

Janko’s

1 WEEK ONLY

* ilpfit3ratt *

Flat Tops and

Longest in Town
BEEF
TURKEY
CORNED BEEF
506
Cold, Crisp Salads
"Imireted but mt.’, Duplicated"
"gears:torn" Available,
For Pr;uafa Porlies

Whale

in the heavyweight class as Tra.
AFFI’s George Gianulias took fir
SJ’S’s Walter Dahel second ro.
Santa Rosa JCs Art Bland third
At the Intermission, I. arr s
Smith and Stan Pitensen, both
arsity members. staged a Sala
demonet ration ilorma I judo
throws.)
Next on tap for the Spartan
[ judoists will be the Oakland Junior Invitational to be held Jan. 2F
Only White and Brown belts ,.,
compete.
An interesting aspect to 1 r
meet was the fact that it was Ii.
first one for any of the SJS JIM
its. Otherwise, the varsity sn..
has had two meets, winning ti’
both. At the last of 1957, rr
Spartans whipped all corners a r
. the Palo Alto Invitational and then
’ journeyed to Castle AFB and repeated the trick.
Saturday’s meet was scored as
follows: Men in the various divisions compete and are eliminated
alter 5 bad points are recorded.
This progresses With three men
are left. Five points are then
.iwarclei for first. 3 for second
and 1 for third.
--- -Coffee Date?

370

10

II P.M.

AUZERAIS STREET

HAM

19 N. Market St., CT 3-1695

OPEN

24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE
COMPLETE AUTO PAINTING

Jerry’s Body Shop
CYpress
1617

7 7297

POMONA

AVENUE

BAKMAS
CY 2-0462

MONDAYS

hipert Haircutting
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with
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The evening’s final action o

DIERKS DONUTS

Manrield,
!stage
and
OH her %%yd.
screen st.sr.
ding dress isrior to her snarriage
Mins:Arian horn strongnutn
to
!Sticky) Itargila).

f

the
occal,ion

6 A.M.

Styles Our

Specialty

and SJS grabbed third as T
thomari victored.

SANDWICHES

Management

Haircuts . . . . 1.25
Children . . . . 1.00
College

1 GARMENT CLEANED

(across from

For your leather craft supplies
nd for all your hobby and craft
supplies coma in and see us

Grapplers Humble 0 regon

Introductory Offer

Kress’:

Spartan Coach Walt McPherson was pleased isith the nifty showing of Arney Lundquist (Omar) over tb. ii ..t.kentl against cosoiaa
and reppenline. 545 meet% COP tonight in Spartan r.yni. Lundquist probably will see considerable action.

Drill for Biggie

SPECIAL

184 S. SECOND STREET

SET FOR BENGALS

Changed Into a Team
-we changyil from Ins. intik idnals

WEDDING

Two Cleaners and Tailors

SPARTAN DAILVS

the

OWINI W

SUEDE JACKETS. CLEANED and REFINISHED $4.50
DRESS SHIRTS LAUNDERED 4 for $1.00

Tuemiay. Januar), 14. 1958

Determine as a troupe of safecrackers, San Jose State’s basketball entry combats College of the Pacific at 8:15 tonight in Spartan
Gym. The Spartan fresh mixes with the Tiger underlings at 6:15 p.m.
Local confidence was rejuvenated last week in the Spartans’ twin
triumphs over Loyola and Pepperdine.
Disentangling themsehes from the mental knots which allowed
Spartans’ first two
USF and St. Mary’s to claim easy wins in
West Coast Athletic League games. SJS jingled the scoreboard for
92 punts tan all-time scoring mark ) in bopping Pepperdine. 92-61.
The Walt McPhersons twisted Loyola out of shape, 68 54, and
are now 2-2 in 1,1..zots activity.

In the 150-pound division, Jim
"Time Limit"
Tanaka from Castle AFB took
first with SJS sweeping the next
"The Prince and the
two spots as Vernon Parker cope
Showgirl"
pod second and Chuck Latona the
third place.
San Jose was shut out in the
Carl Looney of the visitors de130-pound class as Palo Alto’s Yich
claimed RIM Camillert in the
The Spartans scored 13 points, Miyahara took first, SF’s Bob
UNION ’I- 301e.
178-1h. scrap for Nevada’s other
with Castle AFB placing second Kitamura second, and Ca stle
Looney held off a lard round
with 6. Travis AFB and the Palo AFB’s Mike Ryan third.
"SUN ALSO RISES"
In t he 1140-pound tilt balm,
rally by CamIlleri to bag the vicAva Gardner
Ty Power
Alto Judo Chit) tying for third
which De Liwa won, Weavertory.
with 5 points, the SF Judo Club
"LITZIE"
ville’s Don Anderson took second
Al Severino and Carl Christen- and the Weaverille Judo Club tieFleenor Parlor
sen battled to a draw in a varsity ing for fourth with 3 points
challenge bout. In no-decision ex- and Santa Rosa JC bringing up
hibition matches. Harold Mince of the rear with 1 point.
CV. ’7-30450
SJS met Murdock Smith of NeJust how impressive was San
vada, and veteran Rubine boxed
"SNOW WAS BLACK"
assistant varsity coach. Al Julian Jose’s win is proven by the fact
I that the Spartans had to compete
with more than 100 judoists. Prob.
ably the evening’s outstanding job
was turned in by Don De Luca in
the 180-pound class, as he walked
away with first place. De Luca
took SJS’ only first place, but
second and third places in the
other weight divisions insured the
team victory.
This was not the varsity judo
team that competed but the
novice squad ... the white belts.
With Each Order and This Ad
%amity coach Vasil Uchida conducted the meet with varsity
captains Ken Campbell and Mel
PLAIN SKIRTS
PANTS
%tigiestine co-ordinating the runSHIRTS
SWEATERS
ning of the
enl.
JACKETS
-

WAIG2tVirCICA

cite:v/4ton cport4s

By RANDIE E. POE

Along with the trio of TKO victories, the Spartan mittmen gained two wins by forfeii and another
by a decision. Although pea green
experience wise, Coach Jim Oil yes’ Nevada boxers put forth a
stouthearted effort.

CS
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ELEVATED

by
Frank Annino

CY7-9834
487 S. FOURTH ST.
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SHOP
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"Get back into Condition"
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24 Years’ Experience in the lay Area
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ovewl end operated

CALIFORNIA PHYSICAL
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SPARTACAMP

Humanities Courses
Approved for Credit
nue. litet al e philosophy and
111, 1
11,.% et.ill’Ses
. T
Menhirs hate been approved for arts area lequirements in general
lion
’ the social I education, Dr. 0. C. Williams, dipartial t,-,!
I
- _
rector of the Humanities program,
...is announced.
The new Humanities courses approved are Humanities 103, A, B,
Asian-North African Civilizations.
Heretofore. Dr. Williams s a i d,
these courses carried only general
education elective credit.
,
iii give
Four SJS g;
Either semester of Humanities
panel discussion at the California
103 A. B may be used to satisfy
Recreation Society’s first meeting
1 is uniU of the social science and
al the new year to be held today
1’2 units of the literature, philoat 7 31i p.m. in the Women’s PhysiIril6441:616414
.4.4111agal.
arts requirements in gen- .
cal Education Building. according
eral education. Completion of both
to Brenda Lee Biggs, publicity
semesters ma) be used to satisfy
chairman.
3 units of the requirements in each
recreall
to
The meeting, open
of these general education areas.
ation majors and minors and everyAll wrapped up in plans for Spartancamp are committee memEither course may still be taken
Terri Galvin, director Dick Robinson
bet, Deft to righ ii Rob
one interested in the field ot receducation elective
general
for
t.err’. ’i’s ion. spartacamp. annual SJS leadership training
and
reation. will also include installcredit,
he
said.
than
es
.’rbefore
this year. with 9!11.1 campers,
lw
bigger
camp.
ation of new officers and a short
according to Robinson. Signups begin toniorrow and last through
Humanities 103B will be offered
business meeting.
Friday.
Featured on the panel are Gene in the spring semester. The course
Goldberg. superintendent of Los will deal with the traditional and
Gatos Recreation Dept., who will contemporary cultures of China.
discuss problems of a recreation Japan. and peripheral sub-cultures.
department director and Mrs. Bar- It carries 3 units of credit.
The course is taught cooperbara Mardesich, supervisor of
Sunn)vale Recreation Dept., who atively by instructors from various
De. stem claim that to.. many of their
WASHINGTON (U P)
will speak on some problems of a departments in the Division of
Secretary Neil H. McElroy! recommendations tend to be comHumanities and Arts.
woman super
that a promises
pro:Ili:es rather than clear-Cut protold Congress yesterday
Also to be featured are Howard
Dr. Williams said, "The great
launching
third
base
for
5000. P6Sarn% off is a member of the
Bogie, Salinas Recreation Dept. importance of the Middle and Far
supervisor, who %ill discuss prob- East in contemporary events make mile -range intercontinental mis- panel which prepared the recently.
Irma of a municipal recreation de- this course particularly timely. In- tiles will be built in the fiscal year issued Rockefeller report on U.S.
defenses. Reorganization of the
partment and Miss Marilyn Field, deed, many colleges are, univer- starting July I.
Pentagon’s defense policy setup
supervisor of Menlo Park Recre-. sities are beginning to offer
He also said that production
ation Dept.. who will tell of prob- courses dealing with the culture of
was one of the report’s chief refiscal
new
the
would
be
in
started
commendations.
lems confronting a graduate who these areas as a means of proniers the field of recreation.
moting understanding and cooper- period of submarines to carry thel "When the country moves to
ation in an increasingly ’smaller’ Navy’s Polaris. a 1500-mile-range,’ make major changes in the organ world. Last November. the Sixth solid fuel missile to be fired from ization of an enterprise as large,
as this, it wants to be sure that
National Conference of UNESCO under water.
McElroy at first said the Polaris it is right," McElroy said,
was held in San Francisco to conEisenhower said in his State of
sider just this subject, and mem- itself was being ordered into probers of the staff of Humanities duction, but he later explained the Union Message To Congress
: --The Su- 103 at tend,r1 thes, rneetiniZs.-.,:NGTON
’that a production order in this last week that he too was conpir-me Court ruled today that the
case was merely notice to the con- sidering the need of a Pentagon
Post Office Department may not
tractor to "get ready to produce." shakeup.
bar nudist magazines from the
The Polaris is still under desex
with
deal
mail unless they
velopment. The missile has not
"in a manner appealing to prurient 0
yet been test flown although parts
interest."
of it have been.
The court upheld an appeal by
McElroy made the disclosures in
the publishers of "Sunshine &
AWS will feat,;: e Miss Be%,erly
testimony o n President EisenHealth" and "Sun" magazines. In
hower’s new defense budget be- 1Bayer, SJS student and represenDecember. 1954, postal authoriThe annual meeting of Junior fore the House Armed Services tative of the John Robert Powers’
ties refused to permit mailing of College and San Jose State Col- Committee. He was the first wit- ’Personal Appearance School, at its
January and February, 1955, issues lege administrators vvill open to
- ness in a full-dress investigation meeting to be held tomorrow at
of the magazines,
day with a social hour from 8:30 by the committee into this coun- 14:30 p.m. in the Engineering LecSuthe
At the time of the ban
ture Hall, according to Jeannie
to 9 am, in the Library. Dr. try’s military strength.
preme Court had not laid down the Jerome S. Fink, assistant to the
The Senate Preparedness Sub- Oakleaf, AWS president.
standard of obscenity spelled out Dean of Students, announced to- committee, making a similar inMiss Bayer will talk on personal
In three test eases last year.
vestigation, heard another call for appearances and personality deday.
Today the high court merely
Chairman for the meeting will a shakeup in the Pentagon’s joint velopment. She has won recognicited that standard and ruled that be Dr. Stanley Benz, Dean of Stu- chiefs of staff organization.
tion as an interesting speaker, Miss
the Post Office Department must dents. Pres. John T. NVahlquist
Brig. Gen, David Sarnoff, chair- Oakleaf stated, and in order to
apply it in deciding whether to bar will welcome the administrators, man of the Board of the Radio have her address t he meeting.
a publication as obscene,
after which introductions of new Corporation of America. said a AWS must have approximately
Managing editor of the two
periodicals is Dr. isiey Boone. 78. administrative staff, deans a n d "principal military adviser" to the 100 persons in attendance.
A question and answer period
president and defense secretary
heads of divisions will be made.
who was described by the publishwill follow the talk and refreshshould be named.
the
for
Discussions
planned
ers as "the dean of American nuAt present, the three chiefs of ments will be served. All women
dt.ts .His children, grandchildren morning meeting will be followed staff and their chairman serve as students a r e invited to attend,
by
SJS
talks
15
minute
by
three
and great-grandchildren a r e all
joint advisers. Critics of this sy- Miss Oakleaf said.
division heads.
nudists. it was said.
In general, the meeting will deal
with junior college transfer students, the coordination of curricula and other matters of interest
to junior college administration.
Junior colleges and their represen t a ti %es ched u led t oa Ott n d
FOR RENT
a r e, Bakersfield College, Pm.
Room with kitchen prisi- Ralph Prator; East Contra Costa
St.
South
10th
569
leges.
J.C., Pres. Karl 0. Drexel; HartVacancyRoom and bear& Men nett College. Stuart DuFour, Vicestudents. 140 E. San Carlos,
president: College of Mann, Pres.
1 Male to share apt. 450 N. 7th St.
Ward H. Austin: Modesto College.
823.50. CY 4-1344.
Men, large clean rooms, good Pres. Roy C. McCall; Mt. San
bens, desks, linens laundered, sho- Antonio College, Pres. Thomas J.
wer, phone, kitchen priv. $25 mo. O’Connor; City College of S a n
277 N 5th after 4:30 p.m.
Francisco, Pres. Louis G. Conlan:
College men and WORM, even- College of San Mateo, Pres. J. L
ings and Sat. Apply Mr. Allen. Resident Newspapers, 347 Lincohe Bortolazzo; Santa Rosa Junior
College. Pres. Randolph Newman:
Ave. CY .-0802.
Gentlemen Pref., Refined H-Om4:-. College of the Sequoias, Pres. I.
Kit. priv. $30.00. 278 N. 9th St.
Crookshanks; Stockton College,
Board & Room---College boys. 2i; Pres. Burke W. Bradley; Vallejo
So. 13th. S.J.
Junior College, Pres. Cecil A.
Men Students, double and single McDonald; West Contra Costa
rooms. Ce::tral heat, 52 S. 10th St.
J. C.. Joseph P. emend; Menlo .1.
Board. Spring sem.
GirlsKen.
Merton Manor, 43 So. 5th St. CY C., Director John Russell; San
Jose J.C., Dean of Instruction P.
7-9963.
M. Bliss; Oakland J. C.. Blake W.
FOR BALE
Spencer. dean of the Merritt Campus, Oakland J. C.
%’eaps 1230. CY 5-3111
Flute, artly, silver, brand new
perfect. sacrifice. CY 2-5340.
4,
Heads Skis 7’3". Apt.
N. 6th St.
12ci
XK
1954 Jaguar Roadster,
Good conditi,m, $1600 CY 2-6127

Recreation Grads
To Present Panel
On Job Problems

Third Launching Base
To Be Built This Year

Nudist Mag Ruled
’Clean by Big Court

College Executives
pen Yearly Meet
Today in Library

Student To Speak
At AWS Meeting

What 1, Spat tricamp’: Dick
binson, director. iiants to emphasize that it is not a "rah-rah"
camp. or a duplicate of Freshman
Camp.
Spartacamp is a leadership
training camp. Students attending
will be di% tried into groups of about
15. Each group will stay together
throughout the entire tao day
camp and will attend discussions
on various phases of leadership.
each of which will be led by two
student counselors. Members of
the faculty will also sit in on these
discussions.
Robinson states that the primary purpose of Spartacamp is to
help students become more aware
of the aspects of the leader himself and of the problems which he
faces. This he plans to accomplish
through the interchange of ideas
within the various groups. Both
school and community problems
will be discussed. Robinson feels
that in this way what is learned
at the camp will be of lasting value
to the student.
There will be coffee breaks between discussions and evenings
will be spent in both social and
square dancing. Sunday there will
be both Catholic and Protestant
church services.
Another feature of this year’s
camp will be talks by ti.io out-

standing locali) prominent people.
according to Robinson.
This year’s Spartacamp, which
will have room for 210 campers,
will be held the weekend of March
S and 9 at Asilomar. Signups will
be taken tomorrow through Friday in the Outer Quad, on a first
some, first served basis. The booth
will be open from 10:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. A fee of $10, which
covers transportation, room and
board for the whole weekend. is
required at the time of registration.

Home Ec Professor
Back from Hospital

The College 52.iiiphony Orchestra will present a concert Ptograrn
tomorrow and Thursday at 8:15
p.m. it the Concert Hall. Two
soloists, Barbara Norton. pianist;
and Gary- Beswick, iol nisi , will be
featured in the program.
The concert will cohsist of six
works: overture to the opera, "Cosi
fan Tutte," by Mozart; Concerto
Grosso in E Minor, opus 3, number 3, by Geminiani; Concerto in
B Minor for Violin and Orchestra,
by Saint-Saens; Concerto for Left
Hand for Piano and Orchestra, by
Ravel; Hymn and Fuguing Tune,
by Cowell; and Slarvonic Dance in
G Minor, by Dvorak.
Miss Norton, a senior studying
piano, was soloist with the San
Jose Symphony Orchestra in
Bach’s Concerto for Piano an d
Orchestra in the summer of 1955.
She has played leading roles in
several plays, including last year’s
Centennial production, "G reen
Grow the Lilacs."
Gary Beswick studied violin with
Benedict Bantly and later with
John Coppin of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. While In the Army,
he toured Europe with the 7th
Army Symphony Orchestra,

Mrs. Fern Wendt. assistant prolessor of home economics, is home
after a week in the San Jose Hospital. She probably will not be
back to school for the remainder
of the semester, according to Mrs.
W. Lawrence De Luz. home economica instructor, who is substituting for her.
Mrs. Wendt was hospitalized for
a type of virus infection, however,
the diagnosis was no more explicit.
San Jose State’s Army ROTC
Mrs. De Lou said. Mrs. Wendt will hold its first review ceremony
manages t he cafeteria besides of 195,8 at 1:45 p.m. on the Woteaching family foods and cafeteria men’s Athletic Field.
organization and management.
Ceremonies will include 1 h e
awarding of service ribbons to the
Pershing Rifles drill team, commanded by Cadet William H. WilCentennial Hall. Speaker on Cuba. liams.
Gen. John E. McMahon, USA
Kappa Delta Pi, pledging, toiret., of Saratoga will be the renight, 7, Student Union.
Kappa Phi, formal initiation. De- viewing officer.
gree of the Light, tonight, 7:30.
First Methodist Church.
Men’s Physical Education Department, films of out of town
football games, today, 12:30 p.m..
Engineering Building Lecture Hall,
Room 118. Faculty and staff members only.
Phi upsilon omicron, election of
officers. tonight, 7:30, H14.
Presbyterian College Fellowship,
Morning Meditation Service, led
by the Rev. Donald Emmel, tomorrow, S a.m., Student Christian
Center,
Spartan Shields, meeting, tonight, 7, Room 216,
Spartan Spears, meeting, tonight. 7, B23.
WAA, archery, today, 3:30 to 5
p.m., Women’s Gym.
WAA, badminton, today, 3:30
p.m., Women’s Gym.

ROTC Drill Team
To Receive Awards

MEETINGS
Alpha Eta Sigma, election of
officers, tonight, 7:30, First Federal Bldg. Chief Auditor of Fiberglas will be guest speaker.
AWS, cabinet meeting, today.
4 p.m., Room 4, Women’s Gym.
AWS, meeting tomorrow, 4:30
p.m., Engineering Building Lecture Hall. All women students invited.
Bible Study, Book of Ephesians,
today. 10:30 a.m., Student Christian Center.
CAHPER, last meeting of semester, Thursday, 7:30_ p.m., Room
21, Women’s Gym. Film on soccer; talk by Julie Menendez, soccer coach.
California Recreation Society,
student section, tonight, 7:15.
Panel discussion by Recreation
graduates and installation of new
officers.
Christian Science Organization,
regular testimonial meeting, tonight, 7:30, College Chapel.
El Circulo’Bspanol, meeting, tonight, 7:30, Room 7, Tower Building.
Gamma CM Alpha, rush part).
tomorrow, 4 p.m., Delta Gamma
house. All a- omen achertising
majors invited.
Industrial Relations Chin election of spring semester’s officers,
today, 3:30 p.m, Engineering Lecture Hall, Room 118.
International Relations CI u
meeting, group picture to be taken
for La Torre, tonight, 7, Room 164,

CLASSIFIEDS

Students Urged
To Clear Fines

to establish
St.olint,
W NTED
--------I a clear status concerning library
Typing. term papers, reports, etc. lines. fees for lost or broken equip530 5. 6th St., Apt. 2, phone CY 4- ment and fees for Industrial Arts
supplies, Glen Guttormsen, acWoman wants cooking job In
fraternity house. Call bef. 12 a.m. counting officer, said yesterday.
Payments may he made In the
CY 4-6743.
Girl for:rioting Keine& to share Cashier’s Office, Room 263, Ad4 girl apt _ bedrms., pool, near col ministration Building before the
537 50 CV 3.0430
end of the semester. Delinquent
WantedA rkie from Hayward !dues and fees will force withholdMonday -Friday. Contact Sue Laf.
fatly. 1630 Uornell Ave. Hayward. ing of grade reports and regisOr room 19 1-tome FXonomicz Bldg. tration permission.
Guttormsen said that students
LOST
paying fines late will have to
ttl o the.i% Ring. If found register in the last group of attldents.
eell %

College To Present
Concert Program

Leadership Camp
Signups To Begin

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop

GRADUATION

Bill
Of Student Concert
Classical Music on

PORTRAITS

Piano students of Thomas Ryan,
associate professor of music. will
present a program of Baroque and
Classic keyboard music at today’s
Survey of Music Literature class,
11:30 a.m, in the Concert Hall.
The public is invited to these
classes held each Tuesday and
Thursday.

41 North First

CY

2-8960

Test your
personality power
A 1:eucl in the hand
, worth -two in the bush
1. Do you chase butterflies in preference
other creatures of Nature?

to

YES

NO

2. Do you believe that making money is
3. Do you think Italian movie actresses are over -rated?
(Women not expected to answer this question.). ----F-1
4. Do you buy only the things you can afford?
5. Do you think there’s anything as important eft
taste in a cigarette?
6. Do you feel that security is more desirable than challenge’
7. Do you refer to a half -full glass as "half empty"?
8. Do you think fads and fancy stuff can ever take the place
of mildness and flavor in a cigarette?

WIN $25 CASH!
If you answered "No" to all questions, you obviously smoke Camelsa real cigarette. Only 6 or
7 "No" answers mean you better get onto Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 "No’s" and it really doesn’t
matter what you smoke. Anything’s good enough!

you want a real smoke, make it Camels.
Only Camel’s exclusive blend of costly tobaccos \
tastes so rich, smokes RO good and mild. No wonder more people today smoke Camels than any
other cigarette. How about. you?
But if

Have a real cigarette- have a

SP-

Camel

Wit 1,,

car’

Dream up your own
questions for future
’Personality Power’
quizzes. We’ll pay $25
for each question used
in this college ad campaign. Send questions
with name, address,
college and class to:
Garnet Quiz, Box 1935,
Grand Central Station,
New York 17, N. Y.

